Retailers are familiar with the concept of click and collect, but amid the current health crisis many have been forced to close their stores entirely to ensure the safety of their shoppers and employees. Those that remain open are exploring curbside pickup.

**SITUATION**

Consumer behavior towards digital has accelerated, especially in a segment of retail that traditionally hasn’t seen it – grocery. According to Nielsen, just 4% of grocery sales in the United States came online in 2019.¹

Many shoppers are finding it difficult to secure a pickup time and product availability is still in question. Grocers need to ensure that the in-store environment is restocked for their in-store shoppers. Not only that, but grocery chains are hiring temporary workers in an effort to meet demand. It begs to answer – are grocers equipped to handle the boom of click and collect?²

Also experiencing a surge in demand are electronics retailers with more people working from home than ever before. Retailers that sell home appliances such as refrigerators and freezers are experiencing a surge as well.²

In addition to refrigerators and freezers, DIY retailers are seeing demand for cleaning supplies, electrical and plumbing repairs, and other harsh weather items.³

Switching to a curbside model allows for their shoppers to get the products they need while adhering to social distancing recommendations.⁴

SOLUTION
Honeywell’s lineup of retail solutions including mobile computers, mobile printers, and software allows for increased associate productivity, especially during times of high demand.

An associate is able to quickly locate and pick the order utilizing the Honeywell CT40 Mobile Computer, built on the Mobility Edge platform with integrated scanning technology. Honeywell’s Guided Work – Retail application on the CT40 provides voice direction to guide in-store associates to fulfill click and collect orders efficiently and accurately. It also assists in the replenishment of in-store stock.

Fast and convenient service for click and collect at curbside is an emerging critical offering. By empowering associates with the CT40 paired with a payment terminal and RP4 mobile printer helps facilitate a mobile point of sale that’s fast, reliable and easy to use.

GET MORE LIFE FROM MOBILE TECHNOLOGY
Experience the power of Mobility Edge – Honeywell’s unified mobile computing platform designed for faster deployments, optimized business performance, longer lifecycle and stronger security. It’s the industry’s only platform built for upgrades all the way through Android R.

MAKE INNOVATION WORK WITHIN YOUR BUDGET
Honeywell-as-a-Service is an offering that helps you navigate technology challenges. It provides you with an innovative approach to acquire software, hardware, and services and pay for them through a monthly payment with no upfront capital outlay.

Contact a Honeywell Solutions Expert today!
Call 1-800-934-3163.